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France is known as the «hexagon» due to its general shape and is  

divided administratively into regions, departments and communes.  
 

     Sanguinet is one of 36 572 «Communes,» either towns or villages, in metropolitan France 
 which are governed by a Town Council elected for six years, presided over by a Mayor.  

 
      

     France has 3,888 «Cantons» for which one elected member represents its district at the 
     Departmental Council.   The canton of Parentis-en-Born includes: 

Biscarrosse, Gastes, Parentis-en-Born, Sainte Eulalie-en-Born, Sanguinet et Ychoux.   
 

     Each of the 95 «Départements» has its own number and its own territorial division 
which in turn has a prefect. 

The departmental prefect and regional prefect are found in the county town of  the region 
in Sanguinet’s case Mont de Marsan.   Sanguinet is in the Landes N°40.  

 
     There are 22 «Régions» in France.   Sanguinet is part of Aquitaine 

along with Gironde (33), Pyrénées Atlantique (64), Dordogne (24) and Lot-et-Garonne (47).   

 

GPS reference 30 TXQ 53.000/27.400 

Altitude 25 meters 

 

Surface area 10157 hectares 

of which 2014 hectares of lake 

The largest lake in the Landes  

 

Population approximately 3500 

 

Since the 11th century Sanguinet has been a 

stopover for pilgrims on the coastal road 

to Saint-Jacques-de-Compostelle  



 

INTERVIEW WITH THE MAYOR 

 
Mr Bernard Laine is the elected mayor of  Sanguinet. 

There are twenty-three councilors who work with him and a large 

 number of  people to run the town hall including some full-time, 

 a lot of  part-time and seasonal workers.      

The next local elections will be held in 2014. 

We went to meet him and asked a few questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   It was with great enthousiasm that Mr Laine told us that once he had 

   finished his professional day he would then spend three hours at the town  

   hall and one day a week to carry out his duties.   The mayor, his deputies  

   and the councillors are there to manage Sanguinet.   They have the  

   responsiblity and obligation to respect laws and reglulations. 

   In their decisions, necessity and priority are fundamental.  The councillors 

   do not act alone.  All judegments need to be checked by the prefect to make  

   sure that they conform with the constitution.   There are no promises made  

   but there is a dedication towards the population. 

   The mayor, himself  has obligations and in lack of  respect and negligence 

   could be brought before a court of  justice.   There are three main objectives  

   for this mandate.   Firstly, judicial recovery and expenditure to be  

   maintained for the futur.   Secondly, to restore dialogue in the community. 

   There are public information meetings with open discussions to help increase 

   communication.   Thirdly, preservation and balance of  the local  

   environment. 

   The mayor not only applies the law in Sanguinet but also has a duty to  

   attend the annual general meeting of  all the associations.   He represents  

   the «Sanguinetois» by attending district council meetings and is present   

   for New Year speeches, not only in the Landes but also in the surrounding  

   towns and villages in the Gironde.   

   One on the questions asked was ‘What you do enjoy in your role as 

   mayor?’   ‘Law has to be applied.   There are no favours for the population, 

   no personal decisions.   The work can be very restraining at times but it is  

   a pleasure when the councillors are called together to announce the 

   realisation of  a project and to see group expectations fulfilled.’ came the 

   answer. 



 

TOURIST OFFICE  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

   We met Raphaëlle, a true «Sanguinetoise,» who told us that there are approximately 

   eight to ten thousand visitors, who come to Sanguinet, each year and that during July  

   and August the number of people in the village doubles.   Of course the majority of  

   visitors come in the summer, in particular from Holland, Spain and Belgium.    

   There are also people who have a weekend home here and those who live near 

   Bordeaux or who come from the Dordogne or the Lot-et-Garonne visit regularly.    

 

   ‘The type of accommodation varies depending on the clientele.   There are a lot of  

   families who come to Sanguinet.   It depends on the age of the children.   There are  

   camp sites to stay on or mobile homes to stay in.   Another popular choice is to rent 

   a house’ explained Raphaëlle. 

 

   She continued, ‘we try to provide a range of activities especially in summer.   For  

   example, varied cultural and artistc events;  Free shows for children; concerts for the  

   older ones;  a «Salon Gastronomique» to taste local products; firework displays for the 

   14th July and the 15th August celebrations.’   

 

   ‘For the summer season we recruit two extra people to help myself, who work full-  

   time and a part-time employee.   Naturally, they need to speak English and Spanish,  

   too.’ 

 

   ‘The rest of the year we are busy updating and editing brochures.   We visit houses for  

   letting that need to be listed for the quality standard scheme and we wish to take part  

   in tourism for handicapped people.’ 

 

   ‘We are involved with advertising Sanguinet.   Apart from the internet site  

   www.sanguinet.com there is also Face Book and Twitter.   We work closely with the  

   town of Biscarrosse, and Mimizan on a project «Destination Landes».   We like to  

   have a stand at tourist fairs and exhibitions, as well, to promote Sanguinet.’ 

 

   ‘And, lastly, we organise «Une Résidence» for the performing arts.   We lend the  

   Town Hall for a period of time for rehearsals.  There are then performances for the  

   «élèves» at the local school in Sanguinet and the «collégiens» from the nearby towns  

   of Biscarrosse and Parentis who are also invited.’ 



    
   ‘Records belonging to the parish priest tell us that on 1st May 1787 Sanguinet would have its first school  
   master.   The pupils thereafter are educated, until 1839, in the presbytery of the ancient church before 
   settling into the school house.  Parents had to pay for education until 1881 when schooling became  
   free, in France.  The post office, dating from probably the end of the 1860s, that we can see today, was 
   built to house the town hall as well as a new school, for boys.   In 1875 a «maison des filles» was  
   built which, today, is the archeological museum.   The present school dates from 1897,’ and with the 
   rising number of pupils, the school, in 2012 , once again began its latest extenion.    

Source: Sanguinet Info Bulletin N°9 1997 

RENDEZ-VOUS WITH THE SCHOOLS 

 
   

Ecole Maternelle           Ecole Elémentaire 

Mr le Directeur Mickaël Dinelli 
Laëtitia Lahet teaches 11 year olds 

Mme la Directrice Gorgina Doré 
Agnès Ducray teaches 5 year olds 

What is the theme for carnival this year? 
 

This year Carnival is on the March 1st  

 
We hope it doesn’t rain! 

 
The theme is Nature  

Each class has its own identity 
 

Countryside 
Forest 
Garden 

Mountain 
Sea 

Weather



RENDEZ-VOUS WITH THE SCHOOLS 
 

We spoke to Laëtitia Lahet who teaches CM2 in the primary school and  
 to Agnès Ducray who teaches Grande-Section in the infant school. 

 

  What is the maximum number of pupils you can have in a class? 
We prefer to have twenty-four pupils, but there is a maximum of thirty for each class. 

 
Which subjects do you teach and which is your favorite? 

We both enjoy everything we teach.   We work a lot on the French language and especially on oral expression. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What do you teach the children in English? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Do the children learn any other languages? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

What sport are you doing this year? 
 
 
 

  

«Rencontre Sportive» 
 

The children in Laëtitia and Agnès’s classes will also be doing gymnastics and acrobatics.   At the end of  
the year the older pupils will organise a get together, and be team captains, to perform with the little ones. 

 
Thank you very much Laëtitia and Agnès  

Ecole Maternelle -Agnès          Ecole Elémentaire – Laëtitia 

I teach all subjects: maths, French grammar and 

litterature, history, geography, science, music, 

sport, art and English.  I don’t teach technology 

to my pupils.  Other subjects are introduced at 

«collège.»  

The children discover the world through music, 

the French language and oral expression and at 

times by cooking, for example.   They learn to be 

a pupil, to be part of a group.  They also learn 

how to listen and to hold a pen.   

At the moment the theme is ‘School!  The pupils 

can introduce themselves and we use a book 

called ‘Funny Bones.’   We have looked at 

London and its monuments and we can talk about 

the date, the weather and we call the register in 

English.  

The children learn colours, the animals, numbers 

and food that they like.   We use a book called  

‘Lilly from New York’ and some games sent from 

Neyland!   The children learn that there are other 

children in the world, but they speak a different 

language, English.   

No, sometimes it’s quite hard for the young ones 

to understand that not all children speak French! 

Yes, as from this year, the pupils also learn  

Spanish.  This is a new project because when you 

move on to «collège» the children are taught 

either English & Spanish or English & German. 

The older pupils ride bikes, go running and will 

have a cross country race by the lake, later in the 

year.  They will also have handball, table tennis 

and this year they will be able to experience 

sailing, for the first time. 

 

The children in CM2 have a short ski trip  

organised in the «Pyrénées» where they will try 

cross-country skiing.  

Jumping, running, rolling, throwing and dance! 

The children can also play mini tennis and have 

tricycles to ride in the playground and a sand pit 

with a small climbing frame. 

 

The children in Grand-Section will go to a  

medieval castle at «Villandraut» where they will 

play traditional games and live as people did at 

that time.  No electricity, no heating!     



In villages and small towns we are protected by the «Police Municipale» who wear a uniform, as seen in the 

picutre below.   In larger towns there is a «Gendarmerie» which is military based, dressed in uniform and 

participate in defending the country.   A «Commissariat» can be found in large towns and cities.   Equiped 

with a «Hôtel de Police» there are uniformed or plain-clothes police men and women.   
 

                     GIGN                       CRS 
«groupe d’Intervention de la Gendarmerie»          «Compagnies Républicaines de Sécurité»   
specialised in counter-terroisme operations              specialised in demonstrations and riots   

   

Thank you very much for the welcome we received. 

‘It was really interesting,’ ‘I was impressed!’ ‘I enjoyed it very much’ 

I didn’t realise there were so much to do!’ 

The Pen Pals 

LA POLICE MUNICPALE DE SANGUINET 
To our greatest plesure, we spent an hour and a half with two of the three 

‘police municipale’ agents, Franck and Dom. 

 

 

17 112

   Former serviceman, Franck and former fireman, Dom, along with Sébastien are answerable to the 

   mayor of Sanguinet.   The team has two vehicles, a boat to patrol the lake with and two bicycles.    

   They are well equipped to carry out their interventions and if it is thought necessary, for protection  

   reasons, Franck can carry a weapon.   They have a passion for their job and they like the proximity  

   with the village population.   Above all they adopt an attitude of prevention letting the inhabitants  

   know that they are also there to listen and to help in any type of circumstance.  
 

   ‘There are many routine things to do, but you never know, until the phone rings, what could  

   happen in a day’ explain Franck and Dom.   ‘Every day work consists of making sure the children  

   get safely across the road and at the beginning and at the end of the school day.   We enjoy this  

   because it’s our first contact with the kids and as they grow up we know them better and should  

   we need to caution them as teenagers, for instance, we find communication is more productive.’    
    

   They also police the forest, and the lake.   They control parking in general, camping cars, 

   especially in summer as well as some highway code prevention.   They monitor dogs licences and,  

   of course, patrol the neigbourhoods. 
 

   As from May until the end of August there are four extra agents to help the team.  Prevention is  

   very much at the forefront however, sometimes, they have to bring about order!  



We would like to thank Raphaëlle Miremont who is also in charge of the  
Tourist Office for her time.   We met her to ask her some questions about  

 

«Jazz in Sanguinet» 
 

Jazz in Sanguinet is held in July each year.  This year will be its 14th anniversary. 

There are now in the region of 200 «festivaliers» who come regularly  

as well as those who come to watch just one conert. 

 

 

 

   The festival is independent to the town hall.   It is a public establishment which  

   relies on its ten year round volunteers, which increase to sixty per day during 

   the four day festival itself, at the «Espace Gemme,» and twenty more to set up 

   the site and to dismantle it afterwards.   

 

   There is a lot of organisation to do.   Raphaëlle has about a six week break after  

   the festival has finished before starting on the next one!   There are the stars of  

   the Jazz Festival to book and the regional groups who come to play before the  

   main concert, who are generally chosen from Aquitaine.   The programme is  

   accessible to all the family so there is a mixture of child and adult spectators.     

   She looks after the advertising, the ticketing and sales.   The festival itself needs  

   budgeting, the accommodation for the stars needs reserving, the catering needs 

   to be arranged …  the list is very long. 

 

 

‘Yes,’ says Raphaëlle ‘it can be very stressful, but it’s positive stress!’    

A guest star might arrive only minutes before going on stage! 

The colour green is seen as superstitious… 

Some artists will not eat salad before performing 

‘It’s an unbelievable humaine adventure.’   

 

   

 

 

 The mythic Cameroon saxophoniste and  

 composer Manu Dibango, 79, says he has 

 an incredible memory of Jazz in Sanguinet.  

 

 



   Stéphane, the commander of the Fire Station in Sanguinet greeted us to show us around.   It was a  

   Sunday morning.  There were a lot of firemen this day as not only is it the shift rotation but the station is  

   also open to the public.   Maintenance on the ambulance, two highly equipped fire engines, a  

   four-wheel-drive, a van and a boat is carried out.   The checking of fire-fighting equipment and cleaning 

   happens at the same time. 

   The Fire Station used to be in the centre of the village and welcomed many visitors, especially in 

   summer. 

   As everywhere, finances are restricted but that doesn’t deter the family feeling they have as a team. 

   They collaborate closely with the «police municpale» and have reinforcements from Parentis and 

   Biscarrosse when necessary.   Seventy-five percent of their interventions are to be of assistance to people 

   and to offer first aid and 20% are to fight forest fires.   The remaining 5% are, for example, being called 

   to a road accident, rescuing someone from the lake or removing hornet nests.  

   They are not there, however, just to be of assistance.   There is also the «Amicale des Sapeurs-Pompiers» 

   an association which participates in football, and «pétanque» events, regional mountain bike 

   competitions and at commemorative ceremonies.   

   Each year the Fire Station provides a calendar for which inhabitants may donate money.   The funds go 

   towards helping fire-fighters’ families who may be in need and towards entertainment. 

 

FIRE BRIGADE 
 

In an emergency you can call the 18 or use the international N° 112.  

In Sanguinet, there are twenty-two voluntary «Sapeurs Pompiers» including three women and two doctors. 

The team intervenes in house fires, forest fires and floods as well as other emergencies:  

road accidents, people taken ill at home, transport victimes to hospital, search and rescue.    

They are generally the first people you will come into contact with in an emergency.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

September 3rd 2010 at 2pm a fierce fire breaks out on the outskirts of Sanguinet. 

The fire is put out by 9pm but with a disastrous ecological impact.   

TAKE A FIRST AID COURSE 

 

If you are between 7 and 77 years old  

you can follow a first aid course 

including, for example  

 

Burns 

Bleeding 

Broken bones  

Unconsciousness 

Suffocation 

Heart attack 

 

 

BECOME A YOUNG FIRE-FIGHTER  

 

If you are 13 or older  

you can become a junior fire-fighter  

 

Once a week  

Saturday afteroon training   

 

A threee year course 

at the end of which as a 16 year old  

you may apply for a place to become  

a national junior fire-fighter  

http://www.croix-rouge.fr/Je-me-forme/Particuliers/Les-6-gestes-de-base/L-inconscience
http://www.croix-rouge.fr/Je-me-forme/Particuliers/Les-6-gestes-de-base/Le-malaise-cardiaque


ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUM 
 

 

 

 

 
The «Musée du Lac» is a «musée de France.» 

    

The collection shows different objects found from three  

engulfed villages in Cazaux and Sanguinet lake:  

 

Losa, a Gallo-Roman village  

Estey, a settlement dating from 2nd  century AD 

Put Blanc, a fishing village from the 6th century AD  

 

The museum has three main themes 

 

‘sand’ the formation of the lake 

‘aquatic’ life and its ecosystem  

‘man’ between 1500 AD until the 4th century 

 

including an assortment of pottery, jewellary, tools  

and two pirogues to give an example of daily life.     

 

 

 

 

C.R.E.S.S. 
Centre de Recherches et d’Etudes Scientifiques de Sanguinet 

created in 1976. 

 

Following the discovery of a path excavation led to finding 

traces of a small temple, a Fanum.   Remains and  

ceramic crockery found enabled researchers to date the site 

to Gallo-Roman times.  

 
Source: www.ville-sanguinet.fr  

M.Maurin, du CRESS: "Plus on s'enfonce sous les eaux du lac et plus on remonte dans le temps" Extranet Public des 

Landes  08/02/13 

SAINT SAUVEUR CHURCH 
‘Saint Saviour’ 

 
The church was built in a neoroman style between 

1854 and 1861 
- architects Jules Sibien et Layrolle -  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The church is in the shape of a cruciform.  
The altar is composed of a large tablet which is supported by 

two open bronze hands as in an offering. 
 

In the chancel we can find four angel sculptures.    
 

There are paintings and statues, too.  
 

Stained-glass windows realized around 1883 were done by 
Gustave Pierre Dagrant, the glass artist from Bordeaux. 

 
There is also a memorial commemorating the sacrifice of 

forty-nine «Sanguinetois» ‘who died for their country’ during 
the 1914-1918 war. 

 
The church bell was recast in 1910.  

It is called «Madame Gaston Dupont» godmother 
and «Monsieur Henri Gentieu» godfather. 

 
«It is she who beats the spiritual life of Sanguinet»   

 

 
CCAS 

Centre Communal d'Action Social  
   This service helps elderly people and families in difficulty as well as handicaped people to  
   fight against exclusion.   Meals on Wheels can be arranged for the aged or people who are 
   unwell.   Firewood can be supplied for heating.   Help with housing and transport is also 
   part of the services proposed.   
   Food can be given to families or individuals in need.   Once a year, as winter approaches, 
   there is a collection of imperishable foodstuff, at the local supermarket, which is distributed 
   between those in need.     

Terracotta Vase discovered in 2008  

brought to the surface by CRESS divers from a depth of 16m                                            

 
CCAS 

Centre Communal d'Action Social  
   This service helps elderly people and families in difficulty as well as handicaped people to  
   fight against exclusion.   Meals on Wheels can be arranged for the aged or people who are 
   unwell.   Firewood can be supplied for heating.   Help with housing and transport is also 
   part of the services proposed.   
   Food can be given to families or individuals in need.   Once a year, as winter approaches, 
   there is a collection of imperishable foodstuff, at the local supermarket, which is distributed 
   between those in need.     

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mus%C3%A9e_de_France
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Losa


 

 

 
 
   The Library        Some personal thoughts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
    
   ‘‘Before going to school, I went to «bébés lecteurs» 
    at the age of two.  Now I’m thirteen and a half years 
    old and I still enjoy going to the library.   There are all  
    types of books for all ages, DVDs and CDs on loan. 
   There are some computers for research and to find  
    books which you would like to read or to reserve. 
 
   Catherine, the librairian, is always there to help 
   you and advise you on books to read.     
 
   Sometimes there are exhibitions on special subjets 
   and authors who come to present their work to 
   the public.   The library also proposes drama and  
   shows in relation to general cultural, for example 
   «Jean de La Fontaine» and «Versailles.»’ 
  

 
 

Morgane 

   When you first go to the library, you go there to listen!   
The youngest paticipants are only 8 months old. 

The oldest reader is 95! 
 

The library is open for a total of 21 hours per week. 
 

You can borrow three books for three weeks 
CDs  for a fortnight 
DVDs for a week 

 

Forunately the loan system is computerised as  
there are over 10,000 articles on loan.  

 

Catherine is always very busy. 
All the children from shcools go to the library. 

She has regular visits from the ladies from ‘Lillot’ 
 

She also prepares projetcts and last year recorded 20,000 
loans and returns.   There is also a small selection of  

bilingual books:  English, German, Italian and Spanish.  
     

Adrien 

RESIDENCE LILLOT 
   The «Foyer de Logement» equivalent to sheltered accommodation was built in 1999. 

   The «Résidence de Lillot» has seventeen apartments, two of which can accommodate 

   a couple.  At present there are nineteen residents.   The oldest resident has just  

   celebrated her 99th birthday!   

   Transport to the local supermarket is organised once a week and meals are  

   prepared by the same kitchen which serves the school cantine and meals on wheels. 

   During the week, there are group activities.   Gentle gymnastics and cooking. 

   Scrabble or Su Doku and a lottery game.   There is a sewing group which makes 

   cushions and does patchwork for charity events.   Once a month the residents go to 

   the cinema in Biscarrosse. 

   There used to be regular exchanges with the infant school because there was a    

   choir of school children, the residents of Lillot and other elderly people in the  

   Sanguinet, called «Cheveux Gris-Cheveux Blond.»   Unfortunately this no longer  

   exists but, the residents are still in contact, at times, with the primary school and  

   with the Wednesday Club Kids.   

   Our ‘grandparents’ also take part in other associations in the village, for example, 

   the Retired People’s Club.  They go on trips and enjoy a «Thé Dansant,» as well as 

   going to the library regularly.  



OUR LOCAL CORRESPONDANT 

 
We are going to introduce you to Francis Nin, our local correspondent. 

He writes articles for the local newspaper, the «Sud-Ouest.» 
He is very well know in our village. 

His articles also appear on the internet. 
 

 

 
   Francis Nin moved to Sanguinet in 1976 and started writing for the Newspaper «Sud-  
   Ouest» by chance, in 1989.    
 
   ‘Nowadays, to be reporter and photographer you need to go to a school of   
   journalisme for four years after passing your A levels.   We also have regular training    
   sessions which update us on computing, for example.   Before, everything we did was 
   done by hand.  The articles hand written, and sent by post, whereas, today you type 
   your text and it is received immediately at the other end!’ he says, ‘but above all you  
   need to have a love for writing and meeting people.’  
 
   Today, Francis is resticted in his writing because he has a certain number of lines to 
   write, no more, no less.   However, he has a much freer hand when writing for a 
   weekly sports page.   He delights in writing about rugby when there is a commentary  
   needed on the matches played.   By the way, he’s chairman of the Sanguinet Rugby  
   Club. 
 
   ‘You can’t making a living as a «correspondant» I am not a journalist,’ he explained.   
   He also used to run the Café du Lac, and he sat on the town council for twenty years. 
 
   He spoke passionately about his work as a local correspondant.   ‘Writing a short text  
   in order to give essential information takes very little time.   Sometimes I have to  
   leave an article and come back to it later.   You need inspiration at times, too, and 
   the time it takes, to write a story, can be uncertain.    I really enjoy discovering and  
   recording village life’ he continues, ’writing portraits of the village people.   Writing  
   an article about newly installed shopkeepers or artisans and sport, of course!’ 

SUD 

OUEST 



 
We are very lucky to have the following 

 SHOPS & SERVICES 
in Sanguinet 

Source:  Sanguinet Guide Pratique & Annuaire AAES                                     We apoligies for any omissions 

 

 

agricultural cooperative    *   ambulance service   *   architect   *   archeological museum 

baker’s   *   bank   *   bars    *   beauticians   *   bed & breakfast   *   bike hire centre    

builders   *   building supplyer & fitters  *   butcher’s   *   butterfly conservatory 

cabinet maker   *   camp sites   *   car cleaning service   *   carpenters   *   chemist’s    

child minders   *   chiropodist   *   church   *   communication & publicity  

dentist    *    doctors   *   dog trainer   *   domestic appliances   *   domestic fuel 

estate agents   *   electriciens 

fashion boutique   *   fashion designers   *   fire brigade   *   fishing Shop   *   florist’s   *   framer 

garages   *   gardening services   *   greengrocer’s  

hairdresser’s   *   home helpers   *    hotel    

interior decorators 

artisan jewellery  

library   *   local newspaper correspondant 

massage  & relaxation   *   mobile dog parlour     

nautical services and sales   *   district nurses  

optician   *   osteopathe  

painter & decorators   *   photographer & computer graphics   *    physiotherapiste 

Plumbing   *   police station   *   post office   *   psychologiste    

recycling point   *   restaurants   *   retired people’s residence   *   riding center   *   roofer 

schools   *   seamstress & furnishings   *   social services department   *   speech therapist 

stone masons   *   storage    *   supermarket   *   surveyor  

tattooing   *   taxi service   *  tourist office   *   town hall   *   translator   

wind shop   *   window cleaner 



Associations 
 

As well as the Twinning Committee we can find  
 

Agricultural Groups 

Archeological Research Centre 

Blood Donor Group 

Ex-Servicemen’s Club  

Firemen’s Club 

Humanitarian Association  

Parent-Teacher Association 

Pensioners’ Club 

Travel & Leisure Club 

Work Related Accident & Handicapped Club   

 

Leisure Time 
 

There is a wide range of activities  
 

Art Group  
Arts & Crafts Club 

Arts & Cultural Group  
Choirs  

Cycling Group 
Diving Club 

Drama Group 
English Workshop  

Hunting & Environmental Management Groups 
Musical Groups  

Quad Club 
Scrabble Club  
Spanish Group  
Walking Group 

            

We apologies for any omissions  Source:  Sanguinet Guide Pratique  
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 Introduction     Camille & Nathan 
 Tourist Office      Margaux & Morgane 
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 St Sauveur Church     Camille & Nathan 
 Jazz Festival     Antony, Cassandra & Matthieu  
 Lillot Residence     Margaux & Morgane 
 Municipal Police    Matthieu & Romain 
 Fire Brigade     Camille & Morgane 
 Local Correspondent   Adrien & Matthieu 
 Library      Adrien & Morgane 
  
 
 Interviews   
 
 Town Hall     Mr le Mayor, Bernard Laine 
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